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The Cyscale Cloud Security Platform for MSSPs delivers cloud-
native tools to bring your customers’ entire distributed cloud 
infrastructure together in one place, with real-time security 
assessments, policy management, and configuration management.



Improve your customers’ cloud security posture by leveraging our 
robust assessment framework to identify weak points and potential 
entryways for cybercriminals, enabling you to deliver bespoke 
recommendations for responding to security threats.

Explosive adoption of public cloud services means enterprises small and large are struggling with an 
increasingly complex cloud infrastructure. Maintaining a strong security posture has never been more critical, and 
our cloud security platform designed specifically for Managed Security Service Providers (MSSPs) will help you 
accelerate time-to-value by enhancing your cloud security portfolio.

With the Cyscale Cloud Security Platform, MSSPs gain a competitive edge by offering comprehensive, managed 
cloud security services. Empower your clients to navigate the evolving threat landscape with confidence.


Stay on top of rapidly evolving compliance requirements by 
leveraging cloud compliance assessments that automate the 
process and generate detailed reports on a per-client basis, 
ensuring your customers meet industry standards and regulatory 
obligations effortlessly.

The Cyscale Cloud Security Platform for MSSPs 


Comprehensive Protection For 
Your Cloud-Centric Customers 

Unlock new revenue streams

Fully automated security assessments 
and cloud compliance assessments are 
carefully tailored to provide you with 
comprehensive insights into your 
clients’ infrastructure vulnerabilities.



Improve your customers’ cloud 
security posture or use the insights to 
deliver auditing services.

Easily aggregate actionable security 
insights for complex multi cloud 
environments on behalf of dozens or 
hundreds of customers. Reduce click 
fatigue with a single, intuitive dashboard. 



Expand your security portfolio or add 
cloud security to your existing 
managed cloud offering.

Your expert team of security 
professionals can continuously and 
automatically monitor clients’ cloud 
infrastructure, identify damaging 
misconfigurations in real-time, and ensure 
their sensitive data remains secure. 



These insights can be monetized with 
your own remediation services.

Fully automated cloud 
security assessments

Fully managed cloud 
security services

Drive incremental 
revenue with remediation
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